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Chapter 3477 

I saw Qi Peijia gently brushing his forehead, and an eye appeared instantly! 

The entire sky began to darken, and the five people who had disappeared 
appeared in front of Qi Peijia again! 

Feeling the power of Qi Pei Jia Tian Ming Eye, the five people were also 
surprised! 

“Do it, do it…” 

The fair-skinned man roared, and then five people attacked Qi Peijia like 
lightning! 

However, with the blessing of Tian Ming Eye, Qi Peijia could clearly see the 
attacks of these people. 

Qi Peijia flashed his figure so that the five people could not catch him! 

Then a cloud of black mist headed towards the five people! 

The five people used the formation to avoid it! 

Just when Qi Peijia was fighting with the Five Heroes, David and the others 
arrived! 

David saw Qi Peijia at a glance! 

“What is going on?” 

Bai Qian looked at the fight not far ahead and asked in confusion! 

“Did Qi Peijia do all the monks who were killed along the way?” 

Huofeng saw Qi Peijia fighting with others, so he was also curious Ask! 

“It’s possible!” 



David nodded! 

Now that the battlefield of gods and demons is about to close, it is not 
impossible for Qi Peijia to kill people and steal goods! 

“The strength of these five people is not low. It seems that it is not easy for Qi 
Peijia to win!” 

Bai Qian saw that these five people have the sixth level of the Tribulation 
Realm. Although he is not as strong as the Three Sovereigns and Four Kings, 
he is not that easy to deal with! 

What’s more, Qi Peijia is just an eighth-level monk in the Tribulation Realm, 
so he shouldn’t be able to defeat him! 

“This guy is chasing his master. It’s just a good time to teach him a lesson. It’s 
best to kill him…” 

Huofeng wished that Qi Peijia would die soon! 

But David said solemnly, “Qi Peijia will not lose. These five people are not his 
opponents at all!” 

Just before David As soon as I finished speaking, I heard a bang! 

A huge black palm shot down from the sky, killing one person and turning that 
person into a pulp! 

Even the formations laid out, was also defeated instantly. 

“The third brother…” 

“The third brother…” 

The remaining four people’s eyes were splitting. Unexpectedly, after joining 
forces and adding the power of the formation talisman, they still couldn’t 
defeat Qi Peijia. Instead, one of his own was killed! 

None of the five of them could be a match for Qi Peijia. Now that one person 
is dead, they are even less able to withstand Qi Peijia’s attack! 

“Retreat, retreat quickly…” 



The fair-skinned man knew that if the fight continued, they would all die here! 

All the talismans they bought with a lot of money have been used, and they 
really have no other means! 

“Hahaha, can you escape?” 

Qi Peijia laughed wildly, and black mist rose into the sky, and then trapped the 
man like a cage. four people! 

Qi Peijia’s face was filled with disdain as he closed his eyes. 

“Who are you? Why are you so powerful?” 

The fair-skinned man asked! 

They have never heard that there is such a powerful demon cultivator in 
Tianmo Mountain. 

Qi Peijia just came out of the Demon Swallowing Cave, so I don’t know if he is 
normal. After all, he was not a master before! 

The remaining four people kept bombarding the surrounding black mist, but to 
no avail! 

“You will be dead soon, and there is no need to know who I am.” 

Qi Peijia’s momentum rose, his hands raised, and the black mist covered the 
sky like rolling dark clouds. Blocking out the sun, he then headed towards 
those four people! 

“Let’s go…” 

When David saw this, he pulled Huofeng and Bai Qian and left! 

“Master, why don’t we join forces with those four people, maybe we can kill Qi 
Peijia! 

Huofeng asked very puzzledly!< /span> It can be seen that Qi Peijia killed 
several people quite easily! Not long after David and the others left, Qi Peijia 
hit a dark cloud with his palm, causing the four people to die suddenly on the 
spot. Splash! David said as he ran! “Everyone here is selfish, and it is not 
easy to work together. ” 



“If we rush up, those four guys will definitely escape, and it is impossible for 
them to cooperate. “ 
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Chapter 3478 

“The leader of the gang is awesome…” 

“The leader of the gang is mighty…” 

Zou Qi and others looked like eagles when they saw Qi Peijia killing the five 
heroes. It was as easy as catching a chicken, and I couldn’t help but roar! 

Qi Peijia also took advantage of the compliments from Zou Qi and others, with 
a sneer on his lips! 

“Let’s search these people for their belongings. We’re going to continue on 
our way.” 

Qi Peijia said to Zou Qi! 

Zou Qi nodded and led the Tianming Gang to search for treasures from the 
five outstanding men! 

While Zou Qi and others were searching, Qi Peijia suddenly frowned, and 
then looked at the place where David had just been hiding! 

“This kid has actually been here…” 

Qi Peijia said coldly! 

What he wants to kill most now is David, and David has many treasures on his 
body! 

Especially the God King Bow, it is simply too tempting! 

Qi Peijia is already jealous. If the God King’s bow is in his hands, his strength 
will definitely increase a lot! 



Qi Peijia has been looking for David these days, and now David is actually by 
his side! 

“After you finish searching, come and ask questions immediately. I will leave 
signs along the way.” 

Qi Peijia told Zou Qi and immediately turned towards Chen Chase Ping where 
he just hid! 

After Qi Peijia opened his Tian Ming Eye and took a look, he immediately 
chased after him! 

“David, how do you know that Qi Peijia will definitely win? Now that we are 
working together, we don’t have to be afraid of that guy. We don’t have to 
run…” 

Bai Qian She didn’t understand why David was so scared that he ran away. In 
her mind, David was not like this! 

“Although Qi Peijia is only at the eighth level of the Tribulation Realm, he has 
the Heavenly Ming Eye and the Black Magic Armor, which is difficult to deal 
with.” 

David is now I don’t want to waste all my energy on Qi Peijia! 

“Hahaha, I didn’t expect you to be so afraid of me…” 

Just as David finished speaking, the figure of Qi Peijia actually appeared in 
front of them before! 

Qi Peijia’s face was full of pride, and David’s scared look just now made him 
feel very comfortable! > 
“Qi Peijia, why do you have to kill me?” 

David asked! 

“If you don’t want to die, just hand over all the treasures on your body, and I 
might be able to spare your life!” 

Qi Peijia said coldly! 

“So you want the treasure from me. As long as you don’t kill me, I can give it 
to you!” 



David actually compromised! 

“Master?” Huofeng looked at David in disbelief! 

“David, what did you say? Why are you so scared?” 

Bai Qian also looked at David in shock! 

Even Qi Peijia himself felt a little surprised. He thought David would not agree! 

“Do you really agree to give me all your treasures?” 

Qi Peijia asked! 

“Of course, if a person dies, not all the things will be yours in the end.” 

David said! 

“Hahaha, you know the current situation, take out all your things now, and I 
can spare your life.” 

Qi Peijia laughed loudly! 

David nodded and prepared to get the treasure for Qi Peijia! 

“Hey, you coward, you are really blind, I look down on you…” 

Bai Qian cursed angrily. 

Huo Feng also looked at David in disbelief. She felt that David had changed! 

But David did not really get any treasures for Qi Peijia, but directly released 
the king insect with golden silkworm poison! 

Although David is also very reluctant to give up, if the golden silkworm poison 
can be reproduced more, it will be of great help! 

But now, he has to take things by surprise! 

“Here you go…” 

David threw it at Qi Peijia! 



Qi Peijia did not suspect it was a scam, and actually reached out to take it! 

But the moment the Golden Silkworm Poison King Insect appeared, Qi Peijia 
frowned, then his consciousness was confused and his eyes turned scarlet! 

“Run…” 

When David saw this, he quickly called Huofeng and Bai Qian and started to 
run away! 
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Chapter 3479 

One person achieves enlightenment, chicken and dog ascend to heaven 
“Damn it, you dare to lie to me…” 

Qi Peijia was furious and wanted to catch up with David, but severe dizziness 
and discomfort made it impossible for Qi Peijia to pursue him! 

The Golden Silkworm Poison King Insect is really powerful. Qi Peijia waved 
his arms around like crazy! 

A stream of spiritual power surged out from Qi Peijia’s palm, like a tiger, 
blasting all the surrounding trees into rubbish! 

Qi Peijia felt as if his soul was being eaten away. The feeling was extremely 
painful! 

“David, what did you use on that guy to make him look crazy?” 

After running for a certain distance , Bai Qian asked in confusion! 

“I used the Golden Silkworm Gu Poison King Insect. It’s a pity, but Qi Peijia 
will probably not be able to recover in a short time.” 

David Said with a sigh! 

“What’s a pity? The owner has a sky-swallowing beast, so the golden 
silkworm poison is of no use. As long as the sky-swallowing beast is raised, 
who will the entire heaven and human world be afraid of? Yeah.” 



Fire Phoenix said! 

“I just don’t know what this sky-swallowing beast needs to eat to grow…” 

David doesn’t know much about the sky-swallowing beast, so he doesn’t know 
about the sky-swallowing beast either. What do beasts eat? 

David’s storage ring contains a lot of medicinal herbs and various spiritual 
stones, but the sky-swallowing beast doesn’t seem to like them! 

“The sky-swallowing beast is a creature of heaven, and it must be supported 
by immortal energy.” 

Bai Qian said! 

“Immortal energy, where can I find it?” 

David was speechless for a while. Although there is plenty of spiritual energy 
in the world of heaven and humans, it is not easy to find immortal energy! 

Only in some battlefields between gods and demons can there be immortality. 
But where can you find so many battlefields between gods and demons? 

“Master, don’t be discouraged. After you ascend, fairy energy will be 
everywhere.” 

Huofeng comforted David and said! 

“I don’t know how long it will take to ascend to immortality…” 

David sighed and said! 

“Master, I believe you will be fine. I am still waiting to ascend with you.” 

Eyes of Fire PhoenixFull of expectations! 

As the saying goes, a chicken or a dog ascends to heaven if one person 
attains the Tao, and the fire phoenix also wants to ascend with David! 

David smiled bitterly, stopped talking, and continued to move forward! 



At this moment, Qi Peijia had a ferocious expression. The area dozens of 
miles around him had already become ruins, and all the trees were reduced to 
rubbish! 

The Golden Silkworm Poison King Insect made him suffer so much. The 
feeling of devouring his soul was so uncomfortable! 

“Gang Leader… Gang Leader…” 

Zou Qi followed several members of the Tian Ming Gang and ran over. When 
they saw the situation at the scene, they immediately Everyone was stunned! 

Qi Peijia’s eyes were scarlet. When he saw Zou Qi and others, he stepped 
forward and grabbed Zou Qi’s collar! 

Zou Qi was so frightened that he trembled all over, “Gang leader, you…what’s 
wrong with you?” 

Qi Peijia did not speak, but opened his mouth. Waves of black mist emerged 
from Zou Qi’s head, and all of this black mist was inhaled by Zou Qi! 

Zou Qi was in panic, and his body slowly became silent. There was no trace 
of demonic energy anymore, and he was completely dead! 

At this time, the remaining Tianming Gang members were dumbfounded! 

They didn’t understand why Qi Peijia would suddenly attack them! 

When Qi Peijia looked at the Tianming Gang members, several Tianming 
Gang members were so frightened that they turned around and ran away! 

But just as he turned around and ran away, several black energy turned into 
iron chains and directly captured the Tianming Gang members! 

“Gang leader, please have mercy, Gang leader, please have mercy…” 

Several members of the Tianming Gang all began to beg for mercy! 

But Qi Peijia acted as if he couldn’t hear it and bit a member of the Tianming 
Gang on the neck! 

Just like a vampire, sucking the blood of the Tianming Gang! 



At the same time, the breath in the bodies of the Tianming Gang was also 
sucked out! 

It was only after he had sucked the blood of several members of the Tianming 
Gang that Qi Peijia’s face gradually became better. 

“David, I will tear you into pieces if you dare to trick me…” 

Qi Peijia roared loudly! 
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Chapter 3480 

David led Huofeng and Bai Qian towards the entrance of the battlefield of 
gods and demons! 

The battlefield of gods and demons is expected to be closed in a few days. 
David does not plan to stay any longer. He wants to go out first! 

With Qi Peijia chasing after him, it would be even more difficult for David to 
find any treasures in the battlefield of gods and demons! 

But after David and the others walked a certain distance, they discovered that 
not far away, light flickered and made a rumbling sound! 

“Master, there should be someone fighting in front, should we go and take a 
look?” 

Hearing the movement in front, Huo Feng suddenly became interested! 

“Looking like this, it should be a melee. There are probably a lot of people. We 
just went over to see if we can catch any leaks!” 

“At this time, there are probably a lot of people. We have all gained something 
in the battlefield of gods and demons, and we happen to be behind, so the 
fisherman will benefit…” 

Bai Qian also said! 



Originally David was not interested, but after hearing Bai Qian’s words, David 
also became interested! 

If you can really pick up some treasures, even picking up some crystal stones 
containing fairy energy would be good, just right to feed the sky-swallowing 
beast! 

“Let’s go over and have a look…” 

David nodded! 

When David and the others arrived, they found that there were more than a 
dozen people using various means to continuously bombard a magic circle in 
front of them! 

Inside the magic circle, white mist filled the air, making it difficult to see clearly 
what was going on inside! 

It seems that this magic circle is very strong. Under the attacks of more than a 
dozen people, it was not damaged at all! 

More than a dozen monks have been attacking for a long time. They are 
obviously tired and panting, but they are still unable to do anything! 

At this time, an old man in gray cloth said, “Master Sheng, we are not trying to 
rob you of your treasures. Why are you guarding us like this? We just want 
Master Sheng.” It’s just a Dao formation talisman!” 

“When Master Sheng comes to this battlefield of gods and demons, he won’t 
be reluctant to take out a few formation talismans, right?” 

“Although We can’t break your formation, but we need thisIf you continue to 
use it like this, your magic circle will disappear when the battlefield of gods 
and demons is closed. “ 

At this time, everyone in the Sheng family was in the magic circle, and their 
faces were extremely solemn! 

“Master, please take the eldest lady and the young master first. Let’s go, I’ll 
lead someone to stop these guys. “ 

The great elder said to Sheng Bushi! 



Sheng Bushi shook his head, “It’s useless. These guys obviously don’t want 
us to leave. Really. If that doesn’t work, just give them some talismans. As 
long as we have the talismans of the Tianfu Sect in our hands, are we afraid 
that we won’t have a chance to take revenge? ” 

Sheng Bushi wants to compromise, as long as these people don’t snatch the 
spell book! 

The great elder was silent because no one knew. Did this guy just need a few 
formation symbols to leave? 

If there are other attempts, then they are in danger! 

At this time, David heard Hearing what the old man said, his brows suddenly 
furrowed! 

“Master, the Sheng family is in the formation. Have they not left the battlefield 
of gods and demons yet? “ 

Huofeng said! 

“It seems that I was targeted by these people and was trapped here without 
being able to leave!” “ 

Bai Qian said! 

David took a look at the dozen or so monks. Most of them were in the fifth 
level of the Tribulation Realm, and only two of them were in the Tribulation 
Realm. The sixth level of Tribulation Realm is not too high! 

“Rescue the Sheng family…” 

After David finished speaking, he appeared directly. ! 

Huofeng and Bai Qian hurriedly followed! 

When the three people appeared, the dozen or so monks were obviously 
stunned, and then they Staring at David and the others! 

The old man in gray took a look at David and realized that David was just a 
first-level monk in the Tribulation Realm. He snorted coldly, “Who are you?” 
people? Leave here immediately. Didn’t you see us doing business? “ 



“Are you talking to me? “David smiled slightly! 

“Nonsense, if I don’t talk to you, how can I talk to the air? “ 

The old man in gray said with a cold expression! 

 


